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Summary
School districts across the country face the challenge of increasing the rigor of coursework for all students, 

while simultaneously decreasing the number of students who drop out or fail to graduate on time. Research 

on students at risk of dropping out suggests that freshmen who fail more than one semester of a core 

academic course, or who do not earn enough credits to be promoted, are 3.5 times less likely to graduate 

from high school in four years than on-track freshmen (Allensworth and Easton, 2005, 2007).

To increase student achievement and keep students engaged, Evansville Vanderburgh School Corporation 

(EVSC) decided to tap into technology in order to provide students with quality options beyond the traditional 

classroom, empowering students to meet their individual learning goals. EVSC created online learning 

environments from blended to full-time virtual learning with the purpose of getting more students excited 

about learning and keeping them on track toward graduation. Through the EVSC Virtual Academy, students 

are enrolling in online courses for advancement, early graduation, credit recovery, or for grade replacement 

to raise their GPA. Building off of the success of the Virtual School, EVSC high schools have begun to offer in 

school online classes where students can garner the support of a classroom teacher, yet continue to work at 

their own pace through the curriculum.

The EVSC vision is to create learning opportunities that are student-centered and challenge students to 

create and think critically. To achieve this goal, they sought a partner that could provide students with a 

rigorous standards-based digital curriculum designed to optimize student learning in an online environment, 

whether virtually or in brick and mortar classrooms. With an expansive digital curriculum catalog in all core 

academic subjects and many elective content areas, EVSC partnered with Apex Learning. Each Apex Learning 

Comprehensive Course is developed to make a challenging curriculum accessible, so that regardless of their 

academic readiness, all students can achieve success.

To understand the impact of Apex Learning Comprehensive Courses on students’ academic outcomes, a 

thirdparty study was conducted to compare the achievement of students using Apex Learning courses to 

similar non-Apex Learning students in Evansville, Indiana, during the 2011-2012 school year.
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Graph 1 shows the average lSTEP+ End of Course Assessments (ECA) scores for 
both groups of students.
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The two groups were equivalent in terms of SES, race/ethnicity, and gender. Furthermore, both groups had the 

same average eighth-grade reading and math achievement scores on the Indiana State Test of Educational 

Progress (ISTEP) prior to high school.

EVSC students enrolled in Apex Learning Comprehensive Courses consisted of students seeking initial credit        

and those in need of credit recovery. Credit recovery students completed courses in a designated classroom 

with a certified teacher, who provided support to students as needed. The students seeking initial credit 

completed courses as part of the EVSC Virtual Academy. The non-Apex Learning students completed work in a 

traditional classroom.

Graph 1 shows the average ISTEP+ End of Course Assessments (ECA) scores for both groups of students. “Overall, 

students using Apex Learning courses achieved similar academic gains as comparable non-Apex Learning 

students” (Action Research and Associates, 2013).

Graph 2:

Demographic Characteristics of Apex Learning
The following charts represent the demogrpahic charatertistics of the EVSC studnts enrolled in Apex Learning courses.
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The Challenge
When the state of Indiana ruled that a computer could be considered a textbook, EVSC began to offer online 

courses, thus increasing options for earning initial credit and recovering credit. EVSC was especially concerned 

that their curriculum partner be able to provide online courses that were rigorous and standards-based, 

but that also addressed the needs of students reading below grade level. “Students like learning online, and 

providing students with academic choices that meet their learning needs—without sacrificing quality—was a 

priority in our district,” said Janet Leistner, director of the virtual program.

Note: ISTEP+ End of Course Assessment scores were converted to standardized z-scores for purposes of comparison. The resulting z-scores are reported here 
as percentile scores for ease of interpretation.
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The Solution
EVSC administrators implemented an online learning program in which students of all readiness levels could 

complete Apex Learning Comprehensive Courses to earn initial credit or recover credit and get back on 

track to graduate on time. “We chose Apex Learning because their courses are rigorous, but at the same time 

provide the scaffolding students need to be successful,” Leistner said. “Some students are struggling readers 

while others benefit from enrichment activities,” she added. Apex Learning courses, which are differentiated 

by pathway, come with scaffolding to meet students at their learning-readiness levels. “Apex Learning courses 

meet students’ individual needs so that they can control their learning experience,” Leistner said.

EVSC students using Apex Learning to recover credit online completed course work in a designated 

classroom staffed by a certified teacher. The students seeking initial credit completed their coursework 

virtually. In both scenarios, Apex Learning courses provide direct instruction that employs active learning to 

keep students engaged as they study the full range of academic units and complete course activities. “They 

work at their own pace and appreciate being able to choose a different approach if they missed or didn’t 

understand part of the lesson,” Leistner said. If students experience difficulty mastering any of the material, 

they use the built-in supports to have the content presented to them in a different way.

The Virtual Academy creates expanded learning opportunities for students seeking grade replacement to 

increase their GPA, academic advancement, or early graduation. For students recovering credit, whether 

they failed one semester, two semesters, or the end of course exam, Apex Learning Comprehensive Courses 

provides students the flexibility they need to master the specific content that was challenging them in a 

traditional classroom environment. Some students use Apex Learning courses to retake an entire course, 

whereas, other students test out of units they have already mastered by successfully completing the unit test, 

allowing them to focus on content they need to master in order to successfully pass the course.

Apex Learning curriculum provides an individualized learning experience that allows students to work at their 

own pace and focus on the content that has not yet been mastered. Whether students are working toward 

earning initial credit or recovering credits, teachers monitor students’ progress as they work through the 

material to ensure students stay on track toward course completion.

The Results: Students Using Digital Curriculum Achieve 
Gains Similar to That of Non-Digital Curriculum 
Students
The results of the third-party evaluation revealed that Apex Learning Comprehensive Courses increased the 

learning gains made by students on the ISTEP+ECA. “Overall, students using Apex Learning courses achieved 

similar academic gains as comparable non-Apex Learning students” (Action Research and Associates, 2013)1

To examine the achievement of students who used Apex Learning courses, a third-party evaluator compared 

(ECA) outcomes of students using Apex Learning courses to a matched comparison group of students who 

did not use Apex Learning courses.
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On average, the pre-test standardized z-scores on their eighth-grade ISTEP reading and math assessments were 

equivalent for the two groups (Action Research and Associates, 2013). Graph 3 shows the two groups were also 

equivalent in terms of SES, race/ethnicity, and gender. The study was conducted on student data collected from 

the 2011-2012 school year.

As shown in Graph 3, the average performance of students using Apex Learning courses and the comparison 

group on the post-test (ISTEP+ECA), pooled across disciplines.

The results also demonstrate that for those students completing Apex Learning courses for credit recovery, they 

achieve at the same level as their peers completing courses for initial credit in the traditional classroom. When 

students are able to work at their own pace, engage in active learning to master a challenging curriculum, and 

receive targeted support as needed, they are able to master rigorous standards-based curriculum and perform as 

well as their peers.
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The 8th grade pretest scores were generated by the ISTEP Reading Test and ISTEP Mathematics Test administered between 2007 and
2011. For both assessments, the range of standardized scores for tests administered in 2007-2008 was not the same as the range of
scores in 2009-2011. In order to make the pretest scores comparable across years, z-scores were computed.
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Where opportunity thrivesTM

An industry leader with deep expertise in digital curriculum, Apex Learning works closely with school 

districts across the country to implement proven solutions that increase on-time graduation rates and create 

opportunities for student success in school and beyond. The company is driven by the understanding that 

supporting the needs of all students – from struggling to accelerated – strengthens schools and creates 

stronger communities, brighter futures and a more equitable world. Apex Learning is accredited by AdvancED 

and its courses are approved for National Collegiate Athletic Association eligibility. Apex Learning, where 

opportunity thrives. For more information, visit http://www.apexlearning.com.
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